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Abstract
Airborne Laser scanning systems with light detection and ranging (LIDAR) technology is one of the fast and
accurate 3D point data acquisition techniques. Generating accurate digital terrain and/or surface models
(DTM/DSM) is the main application of collecting LIDAR range data. The LIDAR technique facilitates the
rapid production of models which contain ground and above surface objects in 3D (Jaafar et al., 1999). Today
automatic / semi-automatic generation of 3D digital building models and other city furniture from LIDAR data
is a very active area of scientific research (Elaksher and Bethel, 2002) indicates that manual surface
reconstruction is very costly and time consuming, and the development of automated algorithms is of great
importance. Currently with this LIDAR data in place, it is possible to derive models and information (e.g. the
heights of the buildings).This paper focuses on and explains our efforts on automatically checking Buildings’
Zoning Regulation Compliance by integrating geometric information derived from 3D LIDAR data and
semantic information acquired from 2D Implementation Development Maps.
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Introduction
Airborne Lidar and Building Footprints
The location of building boundary is a crucial
prerequisite for geographical condition
monitoring, urban management, and building
reconstruction (Zhao, et al., 2015). The need to
extract good-quality building footprints has
grown due to their widespread use in various
domains of spatial planning. Since planning is
not possible without data inventories, automatic
techniques become important in order to save
time and resources (Prerna and Singh, 2016).
Airborne Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) is known as an active remote sensing
technology. It actively transmits pulses of light
toward an object of interest, and receives the
light that is scattered and reflected by the
objects. An airborne LiDAR system is typically
composed of three main components: a laser
scanner unit, a Global Positioning System
(GPS) receiver, and an Inertial Measurement

Unit (Liu, 2008) (Figure 1). Airborne LIDAR
systems derive irregularly spaced threedimensional (3D) point measurements of
objects including ground, buildings, trees and
cars scanned by the laser beneath the aircraft.

Figure 1. Airborne LIDAR System
As mentioned by Zhang et al.(2006) building
footprints are one of the fundamental GIS data
components that can be used to estimate energy
demand, quality of life, urban population and
property taxes in an urban environment.
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The current study compares three different
approaches of building footprint extraction,
which are;
1.
LiDAR point cloud-based classification,
2.
OOC-based classification applied on
aerial photographs,
3.
LIDAR point cloud-derived DSM
classification. Further, the authors have
aimed to validate the methods by
comparing the resultant footprints –
based on quantitative and qualitative
statistical analysis discussed in the
subsequent sections

Accurate building footprint data is considered
as essential for construction of urban landscape
models, assessment of urban heat island effect
and estimation of building base elevation for
flood insurance. Furthermore, footprint data in
combination with height values can be used to
generate 2,5D building models for visualization
(Figure 3). As explained by Cheng et.al (2008)
in order to obtain the segmented building points
from raw LiDAR data, the first process is
usually to separate the ground points from nonground points, and then identify the building
points from non-ground points.

Figure 2. Building Footprints
As a main module of digital earth, 3D building
models have a wide variety of applications in
urban planning, virtual reality and change
detection. Due to the fast acquisition speed and
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accurate 3D coordinates (horizontal and
vertical), LIDAR point clouds have been one of
the most important data source for high-quality
3D building model generations.
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Figure 3. Building Heights
Data Acquired from Implementation
Development Plans

The building density attributes derived in their
analysis include three types:

Recent research illustrated that building density
indicators such as Building Coverage Ratio
(BCR), Floor Area Ratio (FAR), and other ones
can be numerically and automatically derived
from Building Representations in highresolution airborne LIDAR data. Bailang et al
(2010) explained that the recognition of
building objects in LIDAR data and their
association with land lots and urban districts
allow for the calculation of various building
density attributes.

1.
2.
3.

Geometric and volumetric attributes for
individual buildings;
Density attributes at the land lot scale,
Geometric, volumetric and density
attributes at the urban district scale.

These attributes are used to characterize and
analyses the physical form and structure of the
urban landscape for environmental studies and
land use management at different scales.
In zoning studies, Building Coverage Ratio
(BCR) and Floor Area Ratio (FAR) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. BCR and FAR
In Turkey zoning regulations that are enforced
are indicated in “Implementation Development
Plan”a
municipal
plan
controlling
development and construction within an urban
zone and includes all implementation details
marked on a map scaled 1/1000 (Figure 5).
Additionally, the steps of determining building
boundary from LIDAR data include the
following:
1.
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Attribute filters for separating building
candidate regions from lidar data,

2.

3.

4.

Removing vegetation regions from
building candidate regions by NDVI
value of image,
Identifying and tracing building
boundary,
Confirming the main directions of
buildings and regularizing the building
boundary

line

segments

based

on

estimated main directions (Zhao, et al.
2015).
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Figure 5. Sample of Implementation Development Plan
The Implementation Development Maps
(scaled 1/1000) are prepared by municipalities,
based on Implementation Development Plans of
that city, and all implementation details of the
zoning regulations are shown as marked in
these 2D Maps. Similar to many countries,
Turkish zoning regulations enforced in
Implementation Development Plans focus on 3
metrics, Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) and
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and HMax. The BCR
can be defined as the ratio of the building
coverage area (i.e. the area of building

footprint) to the size of land lot. Since the
footprint represents the planimetric shape of a
building, the BCR measures the building
density in two-dimension (2D) space (Bailang
et al., 2010) The Floor Area Ratio (FAR) can
be defined as the ratio of gross building floor
area to the size of land lot (Figure 6). The value
of FAR is determined not only by the
planimetric shape of the building, but also by
the vertical distribution of the floors in different
height, thus it depicts the three-dimensional
(3D) building density.
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Figure 6. Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
Automatic Check Processing
To reduce the process error, it is necessary to
increase the accuracy of matching the feature
points at ground to the corresponding points at
image /Yu, et al., 2005). The HMax can be
defined as the maximum allowable height of
the building. For instance, for a given land lot
of 1000 sqm. if BCR=0.5 and FAR=2 and
Hmax=20, the proposed building can have 4
floors with total gross area of 2000 sqm where
the area of building footprint is 500 sqm, or can
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have 5 floors again with total gross area of
2000 sqm, but in this second case the area of
building footprint needs to be 400 sqm. In fact,
a building with a footprint area of 500 sqm
cannot have 5 floors (which would exceed
FAR=2). In addition the height of the building
cannot exceed the gived HMax for that lot.
Considering 300 cm as the average floor height
for a regular building in Turkey, HMax for the
given case do not allow buildings with 7 floors
(Figure 7-8).
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Figure 7. Combined model

Figure 8. Automatic zoning rule check by combined model in GIS environment
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Conclusion
Although the projects are checked prior to the
start of the construction by municipalities, in
metropolitan cities such as Istanbul, Ankara,
Izmir, it observed in practice that final form of
the constructed buildings do not conform /
comply with the zoning regulations. Acquiring
accurate footprints for complicated building
structures occasionally pose an issue because
each building may not be calmly covered by
LIDAR signals and tall buildings may
oversleuth the coverage of lower ones.
Furthermore in mega-cities such as Istanbul,
there have been a great number of buildings
that had been built without taking permission
from municipal authorities and these are termed
as “Illegal Construction or Illegal Buildings”.
Since a long time, these buildings (i.e. the
building that do not conform with zoning
regulations) are considered as one of the
biggest problems in urban development in
Turkey. In Turkey all the building projects are
checked prior to the start of the construction
process if they conform the allowed BCR, FAR
and HMax.
In this study, we reached automatic check
prosess by using combined 3D city model and
implementation development plan. Whether the
building heights have been demonstrated
according to plans. Our test results revealed that
the approach holds a great potential for
Buildings’ Zoning Regulation Compliance.
Automatic zoning rule check by combined
model in GIS environment in Figure 8. It shows
that implementation plan entegrated 3D city
model represents the complience very well.
Thus it is possible to check suitable plan for
urban design concepts.
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